
Filmmaking & Storytelling
30-Day Class with Casey Neistat

Create 2 original short films with
Casey Neistat
Class Overview

Become a better filmmaker and storyteller in 30 days. During this one-month

class, learn from filmmaker and YouTube pioneer Casey Neistat. Follow along

with Casey’s creative process and finish the class with 2 shareable films of your

own.

Date

May 9–June 7

Final output

2 Original Short Films

Schedule

Flexible; 5–7 hrs/week

Skill level

All levels

A new kind of learning experience

1 WATCH

The real creative process, on demand

Access the pre-recorded videos at any time and

learn from Casey as he makes two short films from

scratch.

Lifetime access to video lessons

PRACTICE

Learn by doing

Create two original short films of your own with

guided assignments that break down the process

Structured but flexible to fit your schedule

2

3 SHARE

Create alongside peers

Share work, give feedback and connect with 25

others taking the class alongside you

Get inspired by other filmmakers

Hear why students love this class

“In this course I learned the behind-the-scenes — how

to edit, how to add music, how to do cuts like Casey,

and really just get that inside perspective. At the end

you’re going to have two fantastic videos and a

community that you can share and build together

with.”

Thomas McMinn
@thomas.mcminn

Heather Wallace
@silverinkphoto

“This is the most useful and valuable advice you can

receive in this space. Casey explains his thought

process of how to create a story and how to problem

solve when it doesn’t go your way. He talks about how

to maintain attention span, evoke emotion, keep the

flow and tone of the story going. These are all second-

nature things that people don’t usually teach. So, if you

are new to filmmaking… I suggest taking notes. ”

Makaya Loo
@makaya

Yosuke Takada
@yoyosukeke

“Seeing how one of the best in the business does it is

really valuable. I’ll say this about the community as well

— everybody was so friendly, so supportive, really

encouraging. If you want that network of like-minded

filmmaking people, then definitely enroll in something

like this. You’re going to make so many new friends.”

Sam Holland
@samhollandyoutube

Chris Le’cand-Harwood
@contentmarketingpod

“Other courses have a tendency to complicate things...

Casey has the ability to just really keep it simple. He

breaks it down for you Barney-style. He makes it easier

for you to understand and comprehend storytelling in

a way that you’re able to grasp it and get better

yourself.”

Eric Diaz
@the.erix

Jover Landacan
@kingoflove12__

“My projects are just a learning curve and they’ll get

better over time, but I know I’ve stepped up my game

by going through this class.”

Tom Lanier
@tomlanier

Casey Neistat

A trailblazer in online filmmaking, Casey Neistat has created over

1,000 movies that have garnered more than 3 billion views. He creates

genre-defining work that has influenced creators for the past decade

and earned him acclaim for viral films like “Make It Count” and “Bike

Lanes.” On his YouTube channel, Casey shares stories from his own life

through his unique filmmaking lens, blending the spirit of home

movies with over two decades of cinematic expertise.

3.1M followers 3B views

Learn from other top
instructors on Monthly

Explore all classes

2 original short films.
30 days with Casey Neistat.
Level up in filmmaking

Are you ready?

Create 2 share-worthy movies

Drastically level up your filmmaking & storytelling skills

Get personalized feedback

Join Casey Neistat’s exclusive filmmaking community on Monthly.

$ 249
This is a one-time payment. Withdraw on or before Day 5 of class for a full

refund — no questions asked.

Still have questions?

Still have a question? See our General FAQ or chat with us .
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Enroll Now

Class Trailer

Enroll Now

Step inside the studio with Casey

Emerson Mahoney

Casey Neistat Student

By the end, you’ll have 2 original short films

Thousands of students have leveled up

Finding Ideas & Stories Cinematography & Visual Storytelling Editing, Pacing & Rhythm

Setting the Tone with Music The Three-Act Structure Getting the Most Out of Your Gear

Vlogging & Spontaneous Filmmaking Titles, Text Graphics & Overlays Introducing Characters & Settings

Keeping Your Audience Engaged Reviewing & Polishing Your Work Sound Design, Effects & Editing

Filmmaking Tricks & Casey-isms Creative Problem Solving Develop Your Voice as a Filmmaker

Casey’s class covers:

Learn from the best

Enroll Now

Who is this class for?

How much filmmaking knowledge and experience do I need to take this

class?

How exactly does the month-long class work?

What is the time commitment and schedule for the class?

How do the peer groups and feedback work?

Will I get direct feedback from Casey Neistat?

Will I need to collaborate or can I really make the films by myself?

Do I need to have filmmaking gear and equipment?

Do I need to buy special editing software?

Are classes live? Do I have to log in at a specific time?

What happens if I miss a project deadline or don’t finish the class on time?

Do I take this class from home?

Will I still have access to the class after the month is over?

How much does the class cost?

Do you have a refund policy?

Does it matter which time zone I’m in?

What if I’m too busy right now? Can I enroll later?

Transform the way you make movies

Part 1

Storytelling &

Filmmaking

Fundamentals

For Film #1, Casey shares his start-

to-finish filmmaking process.

Using just his phone, he creates an

entire movie from scratch, sharing

his full range of techniques along

the way. You’ll follow along with

Casey’s process step-by-step and

create an original, story-driven

film of your own.

Part 2

Cinematography

& The Complete

Toolkit

Learn through a structured process

Preview - Part 1

Charlie Puth

Pentatonix

Mark Rober
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